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UK Futures Programme – Skills for Innovation in Manufacturing: question and answer session

This document details a list of questions that UKCES were asked during the “Skills for Innovation in Manufacturing” competition webinars on 18/19th February 2015, including answers. 

The questions have been put into different groups to help you find answers to particular questions you may have (Section A – Eligibility; Section B – Assessment criteria; Section C – application process; Section D – financial information; Section E – key information about the competition; and Section F – developing solutions). 

Details about who asked each question has been removed to ensure anonymity. 

If you have any further questions about the competition, please submit them to: enquiries.futuresprogramme@ukces.org.uk 


A). Question on “Eligibility”:


Question:
Answer:
1
If you are looking for employer-led applications, is there a restriction on sector and/or size of organisation?
The competition is only open to the manufacturing sector. There is no further restriction.
2
Can a university be the lead on a bid with three or more other companies?
A university would be allowed to lead a proposal but the application would also need to show strong employer leadership of the proposal and financial/in-kind contribution offered.
3
You talk about employer-led proposals. Do you have a minimum amount of employers you are expecting to be involved?
We do not specify the number of employers that need to be involved in an application. This will depend on the specific proposal. However, we do stipulate that employers need to be both engaged and leading the proposed solution. You will need to explain why the employers involved are so, and what value they are bringing. 
4
Can membership bodies/representatives get together to provide a solution for employers, or do employers have to be directly involved in the bid?
That would not be in remit. We are not looking to develop solutions without employers leading the development of the solution. We have learnt from previous programmes of this kind that employers MUST be in the lead, to maximise the value and likely buy-in. A bid which could not show that buy-in and leadership from employers would not be successful.
5
Can consortiums of employers and providers bid together?
Yes. They can but employers must be demonstrably leading the proposal. In Q6 of the application form we ask the applicant to outline the governance arrangements for the project and provide a brief description of the project leadership. Applicants must also outline how employers will be involved in these governance arrangement and the project leadership.
6
May we ask what definition you would use to define the “manufacturing” sector? For example would you utilise SIC codes? We ask as we have a number of cross over businesses we are working with.
Yes we will utilise SIC codes in order to have clear parameters and ensure that the projects we work with have good commonality. The definition we are working with is: The manufacturing sector comprises a variety of industries as illustrated below: 

• Food, beverage and tobacco products • Textiles and textile products • Wood and wood products • Pulp, paper and paper products • Publishing and printing • Coke and refined petroleum products • Chemicals, chemical products and pharmaceutical products • Rubber and plastic products • Other non-metallic mineral products • Basic metals and fabricated metal products • Computer, electronic and optical products •  Machinery and equipment • Electrical and optical equipment • Motor vehicles and transport equipment • Other manufacturing. 

A full list of Standard Industrial Classification codes is available in the ONS publication UK Standard Industrial Classification of Economic Activities 2007 (Section C, Divisions 10-33).
7
Is the competition open to service providers in the manufacturing sector? I.e. businesses who support the innovation process for manufacturers.
Yes the competition is open for service providers to apply, but must show strong employer leadership.
8
What do you mean by "strong employer leadership"?
Strong employer leadership would be demonstrable if employers were involved in designing the proposed solution and if they will have a role in the leadership of the project. If you see Q6 on the application form an applicant will have to demonstrate how employers will be involved in both the governance arrangements and the project leadership.
9
How would you expect 'employer-led' to be evidenced?
You will have to outline their role in the governance arrangements and the project leadership. Key employers will be required to be named (as per the requirements of the application form). Also see question 8 above. 
10
Is there a required need for SMEs or large companies?
There is a need for employers to both be involved in the leadership of the project and be engaged in the project. We do not stipulate the size of employers. These are as defined by the project.	
11
Can a company of three staff apply?	
Yes. A company of that size could apply. Individual businesses are welcome. But they must show evidence of wider engagement with other businesses and the potential for impact beyond their own organisation.


B). Questions on “Assessment criteria”:


Question:
Answer:
1
Are there specific outcomes that are required from applications?
All applications will have to show how they respond to the competition brief we have put out. In the brief, we clearly state that the competition is focussed around maximising the value of innovation in UK businesses. So all applications would need to be based around this. 

In the briefing document, we also identify a number of ideas that people might want to take forward - these include ideas that focus on innovation-relevant management development; innovation-relevant commercialisation development; recruitment, retention and career pathways; incentivising innovation; job design and broader organisational strategy. 

However, these are just ideas. We do not seek to prescribe solutions. The whole point of the Programme is about giving employers the space to come up with their own solutions to problems that are currently restraining their performance.


C). Questions on “Application process”:


Question:
Answer:
1
I have read in the guidance that applications need to be made online. Can you confirm this?
I can confirm that applications have to be made online. You will be able to find the application form for the competition by going to www.gov.uk/ukces and finding the UK Futures Programme page.
2
What kinds of people will do the judging on the applications?	

All applications will be assessed using the published assessment criteria and go through various stages. Internal UKCES staff, together with two of our Commissioners will assess (judge) the applications including interviewing applicants. A group of our Commissioners will make the final decision.
3
Is there a lot of organisations that are interested in joining consortiums to bid? 
There has been strong interest in the skills for innovation in manufacturing competition to date. In assessing appetite for the competition, most queries have referred to collaborations between businesses as well as employer representative/intermediary bodies.  
4
How long does the decision making process take from submission to approval? 
The timeline for the competition is set out in the competition brief document for this competition - available on UKCES website. The dates are as follows: launch of comp = 29th Jan / webinars = 18/19th Feb / deadline for applications = 11th March / Interviews = 29th April, 5+6th May / Applicants informed by = end of May 2015 / projects to start = June 2015. 
5
Is this the first time such a competition is held or have you held one before	?
This is the 4th UK Futures Programme competition that we have run. The Programme launched in April 2014. This is the first competition we have run through the UKFP which focuses on maximising the value of innovation in manufacturing	
6
How many applications did you receive on the previous programme, and do you have any estimates on how many you may have on this one?
In our previous competition we received 26 applications and 7 will be co-funded by UKCES. Each competition has unique issues and challenges and we expect differing levels of interest per competition.


D). Questions on “Financial information”: 


Question:
Answer:
1
Can you provide guidance on the % of cash to in-kind contribution required from employers? Can it all be in kind?
There is no minimum or maximum amount of cash or in kind contributions we expect, and no benchmarks. We simply would hope that the contribution is suitable to the size and scale of the project. See the guidance document on public and private contributions for further information. 
2
How would the funds be paid? (Against an Investment Plan / milestones on a quarterly basis?)
The joint investment would be paid on the achievement of outputs agreed during the negotiation of the Grant in Aid letter, which would include the evidence of the investment from employers.
3
Can you outline what the expectations are in terms of in kind and cash from employers? I understand this depends on the type of project and the Research projects are expected to be fully funded, and Development projects mostly funded, but for example for a Development Project is there a minimum level of employer cash contribution that would need to be in place for a bid to be successful?  
In terms of the balance of cash/in-kind, you are right - we have not set strict parameters. We think that it is a really important question for people to consider when they are scoping up their proposals – “how much cash and in-kind do you think is the right mix for your project?” We do not want to prescribe arbitrary amounts - for some projects, no cash might be appropriate. For others, they may put forward a large cash contribution but little in-kind. Whatever conclusion you come to when you submit, it is really important is that you explain why you have gone for a particular balance of cash/in-kind.
4
Can the match funding be generated across several organisations (presuming the Prime will be the lead organisation?)	

Firstly - the public funding does not necessarily have to be matched by the private. The balance of private/public money should be appropriate for the project you are proposing. Please see guidance document on public/private contributions - available on www.gov.uk/ukces
5
Is any of the funding linked to a company’s state aid allowance?	
It is up to competition applicants to determine whether their proposal is State Aid compliant. To assist there are questions for applicants to consider in the competition application form (see Section 9, State Aid). The onus to comply with State Aid regulations is with the competition applicant, not the UKCES. If an investment is made in your proposal and State Aid rules are found to have been breached this could result in all funding being clawed back with interest. Applicants apply at their own risk and should take their own legal advice if in doubt.		
6
Does maximum public contribution of 150k require a certain level of cash/in-kind from the employer project members? 
If a proposal asked for £150k of public funding, it is very likely that we would want to see private contributions being offered by the employers leading the proposal. The balance of which (cash vs in-kind) would be up for you to decide and justify within your application. You'll need to explain why you have gone for the balance you have, why it makes logical sense, and why it gives good value for money. Please see the guidance document "public and private contributions", available on UKCES website (search for skills for innovation in manufacturing – FAQ).
7
Where in the documents are the % contributions expected from each partner? 
Information in the following guidance documents should answer your question - please see "Public and private contributions" and "types of project" - essentially, we have not got really strict parameters on the amount of public vs private (and cash vs in-kind) but, depending on how close to market a particular solution is, more or less private investment would be required. The guidance documents are available by going to www.gov.uk/ukces


E). Questions about “Key information about the competition”:  


Question:
Answer:
1
The prospectus says projects are expected to start in June - is this likely to be the case or have there been delays with other competition rounds?
We are expecting projects to start in June.
2
When is the bid submission deadline?
Midday on 11th March.
3
The prospectus mentions interviews in April / May - is it expected that employers will be involved in these or can an intermediary front them?
Employers need to be at the heart of your proposal. We would be worried if they did not attend an interview with the lead Commissioner. And, this touches on a wider issue - employers need to be involved in the design and scoping of proposals, from initial idea, throughout the project.
4
Is it possible that there could be any extension to the deadline?
No. The deadline is absolute.
5
Where will the interviews take place?	
These will take place in Westminster, London


F). Questions on “Developing solutions”:


Question:
Answer:
1
There are management tools for innovation. Are you looking for people to be using an established tool or are you looking for businesses to develop their own methods? And I guess there is something in between; start with a tool and develop it…
The key is that proposals need to be innovative.  If you are using an established management tool, you need to be able to demonstrate what you are doing with it that is innovative i.e. applying it in a different setting, testing something different with employers.  You can be developing something completely new or testing an established tool.
2
What would the reporting requirements (back to UKCES) look like for a project? Is it similar to Employer Investment Fund/Growth and Innovation Fund projects?
We require a comprehensive Stage Completion Report at each payment point, or quarterly, depending on frequency of payment points. This is a critical stage both for project management purposes but also for learning about 'what works' from the projects; receiving updates on the results of the testing activities that have been undertaken and feeding back to our Commissioners on the progress of the competition as a whole. There are similarities but also significant differences.
3
Can the competition cover the creation of innovation skills across Supply Chains?	
	
Yes this would be in scope as long as this falls under the management and/or commercialisation of innovation and not technological skills.
4
Does the skills programme developed need to be linked with a recognised qualification?	
No. Your proposed solution does not have to result in a qualification. We are more interested in testing and learning from the proposed solution and sharing the learning from it.
5
If a university was chosen as the provider of an innovation leadership programme by a group of employers, would the employers pay the full cost of the programme to the university then claim back 50% of this?	

If this was the case, you would need to work with the employers to agree the amount of cash and/or in kind contribution they are willing to make to the project.  You mention an innovation leadership programme, this competition is not about employers going on an existing programme, there needs to be something different about what you are proposing to do i.e. developing a programme with employers that meets their needs regarding the skills required to undertake and support the management and commercialisation of innovation, not technological skills.	
6
What kind of things would be out of scope?	

Out of scope would be solutions focused on technological/STEM skills. We want to focus on the skills and workplace practices around the management and commercialisation of innovation. Within this we are open to new or novel solutions to emerging or persistent workforce development issues.
7
Do proposals need to cover several areas as per examples in the competition brief document? Are you scored higher for broader scope?	
The ideas we laid out in the brief are just some of the things that we may expect to see when people submit applications. We are not trying to prescribe the solution - we feel that the employers leading any proposal are much better placed to understand what will meet their needs and solve their problem than we are. The list of things in the brief was just to act as guidance, to illustrate the types of responses we would be hoping for. Please do not be constrained by those ideas.





END

